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Redland City Council 
Overall Summary CT2 June 2014Overall Summary, CT2 June 2014

Key Messages
• While Redland City Council continues to remain in the same region - “Struggling under Pressure” of the Unsustainable zone, 

i t i th h b t D i d Cl timprovement in the scores have been seen across most Drivers and Clusters.

• 50% of the respondents believe that Business Performance has improved – which is 7% higher than the previous cycle. 23% 
feel it has remained the same, while 27% believe it has become worse now.

M t C it t d T L d hi th t t Cl t i di ti l fid t f th i l d hi• Management Commitment and Team Leadership are the strongest Clusters indicating people are confident of their leadership.
Confidence and trust in the leadership of the immediate boss and the Group Manager has improved, while that of the Executive 
Group has dropped.

• Communication has improved significantly, as has Emotional Energy. These improvements need to be sustained. However, 
written comments suggest that frequent changes taking place are resulting in confusion among the employees.

• There has been a significant drop in understanding and agreement to the Vision and Direction. 

• While there has been an increase in the scores for Training & Capability, scores for Systems & Processes are well below. 

There are three main areas for attention at this stage:

1. Continue to build trust and provide targeted communications. Fine tune the communication plan to provide targeted and 
timely information about the changes. Focus on increasing awareness of the need for change and better understanding of the 
vision and future direction. Explain to staff  how their role aligns to the overall direction of the organisation.

2. Address lack of accountability and increase involvement. Provide better understanding of people’s roles and formulate 
performance objectives as they relate to the program. Group managers need to engage more frequently with their direct 
reports and explain how the program objectives link to their daily tasks. 

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 3
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3. Sustained focus on effective systems and training. Continue to establish better systems, processes and procedures and 
enable staff to use them efficiently. Providing people with right skills/resources will help reduce the disturbance and increase
engagement levels.Righ
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Who participated?Who participated?
A total of 812 responses were received . A breakdown is provided below:

All Data
Emp Certified Agrmnt
Officers Certified Agrmnt
Sr Mgr not covered by Agreement

590

%Received Invited
812
175

23us
tr

ia
l

ru
m

en
t

Sr Mgr not covered by Agreement
Unsure 24

23

Indoor-Sr Mngt Grp, Exec Ldrshp Grp
Indoor - FED Level 7 and 8 76

21

In
du

In
st

r
ee p Indoor - FED Level 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6

Indoor - Other
Outdoor/field - Team Leader
Outdoor/field - Other

59
43

145

468

Em
pl

oy
e

G
ro

up

Community & Customer Services
Infrastructure & Operations
Organisational Services
Financial Services 50

296
306

102

ar
tm

en
t/

ro
up

Human Resources
General Counsel
Other 9

32
13D

ep
a G
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Redland City Council is positioned in the “Struggling 
under Pressure” Region of the Change Mapunder Pressure Region of the Change Map

Improving Performance
Pushing

Achieving Objectives
            Low Perf .       Norm         High Perf.

Turbulence
• Risk and Roadblocks

Cruising

Achiev ed

Pushing
the limits

High
Performance

High Low

• Changes Taking Place

Resources Low High

• Training & Capability
S t  & P

Achiev ed
with loss 
of  heart

On the 
Run 

Sleepy  in
Success

Business 
as Usual

Good, but 
not y et great

On Track
9%

• Sy stems & Processes

Aligned Direction

• Vision and Direction

• Communication

Change Leadership

Yes, but…

Battling
it out

In the 
Dark

Bumpy  
ride

Building 
Momentum

Struggling 
Flatlining

On Track

Unsustainable

-

-13%

10%

Change Leadership

• Management Commitment

• Team Leadership

Work Roles

• Inv olv ement

Just get 
on with it…

Washed up
Rocky  
ground

Burning 
platf orm

under pressure

Off Track

8%

-

-

• Accountability

Emotional Energy

• Passion and Driv e

• Disturbance

Case f or 
Action

Downward 
Spiral

Off Track
-

7%

11%
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            Low Perf .       Norm         High Perf.

Previous result

Current resultRigh
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Position on the Change Map
Region Description: “Struggling under Pressure”Region Description: Struggling under Pressure
People in this unsustainable Region are angry, frustrated and upset, focusing mainly on getting the job done in front of them. They feel no allegiance to 
their team or company, feel they are not valued and are keen to leave, facing major issues with very high disturbance and a lack of accountability, 
passion and drive and Team Leadership. Driver strength is low in all areas except Management Commitment. Low scores for team leader managing

d kl d t i ll th t th t f l d t f lti i t l ti hi St t l d killpressure and workload typically mean that the team feels under pressure to perform, resulting in poor team relationships. Strong team leader skills are 
required to rebuild effective teams.

What are people talking about?
In ‘Struggling under pressure’ people talk a lot about their ‘frustrations’, ‘pressure’ and ‘stress’. They discuss their contribution to the company in terms 
of ‘motivation’, ‘interest’, ‘delivering’ and ‘performance’. Language is centred around the ‘now’, some on the future, and very minimal reference to the , , g p g g , , y
past. The overall organisational culture seems to be clearly at the forefront of people’s mind and there are a lot of comments regarding the ‘vision’, 
‘policy’, ‘values’, ‘culture’ and ‘conditions’ – including extrinsic aspects of the ‘building’, ‘hours’, ‘recognition’ and ‘rewards’. People in this Region talk 
about ‘moving’ and ‘creating’. Communication is still important with people ‘talking’ and commenting how people ‘respond’, ‘ask’ and ‘call’.

What do people experience?
Individuals in ‘Struggling under pressure’ are experiencing very high levels of distress anger damage and fear Management fail to handle workloadsIndividuals in Struggling under pressure are experiencing very high levels of distress, anger, damage and fear. Management fail to handle workloads
and there is a high amount of pressure to perform. Team members lack capability and are unclear about their responsibilities, as a result, they are 
feeling impatient, distressed, stubborn and afraid. All positive feelings have dried up and people are uniformly low in passion and drive. The focus is on 
the project at hand, with teams hanging in there to get the job done, but struggling with no accountability and poor management, and lacking capability.

Groups here are generally angry, but feel there is no point in expressing this. They have lost their ability to put energy into action – perhaps they are 
being ignored by above. They have lost confidence that they are valued and feel helpless. Past change management has been poor and morale is low. 
Teams therefore contribute the minimum necessary to keep things going and to keep themselves in a job. They don’t invest effort into working as a 
team – they are probably too lost and unhappy to care about each other. People see taking initiative as pointless and may be irritated by those that put 
effort into attempting to make things better.

Team dynamicsTeam dynamics
The fantasy of leaving is perhaps the coping strategy for these team members. Many have begun to look for other work and look for satisfaction in their 
other interests, such as family. They may also be finding indirect ways of venting their anger, perhaps through non-cooperation and lack of 
accountability. Team leaders in this Region do not have a good relationship with top management. They receive no information from the business unit 
manager and are split about their confidence and trust in top management. Most see business unit management as giving no support or commitment to 
the changes and as not providing resource so the relationship would be distant and strained.

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 7Righ
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Sample Written CommentsSample Written Comments

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 8
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Sample Written CommentsSample Written Comments

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 9
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Improving Performance and Realising BenefitsImproving Performance and Realising Benefits
Improving Business Performance Realising Benefits

Improving Business Performance Realising Business Benefits -

Worse now Same Better now

Improving Business Performance

• Your Group's effectiveness? Is it …

How have the following changed in the last 6 months?
Low Perf. Norm High Perf.

Realising Business Benefits

Where do you see that most benefits will be 
delivered from the changes taking place in the 
Council?

Y W k U it' bilit t t j t

• Managing costs and resources in your Work 
Unit? Is it …

• The level of customer service (internal or 
external) your Work Unit provides? Is it …

• People -  Attract and keep the best people, 
develop strong leaders and help our people to 
thrive at work.
• Financial Performance -  Exceed financial 
targets in a sustainable manner through

• Safety -  Exceed legislative requirements for 
health and safety. Work towards a safety first 
culture and an injury free work environment so 

Worse now Same Better now

• Your Work Unit's ability to meet project
milestones and bring projects in on time? Is it …

• Collaboration between Groups/or within 
Groups? Is it ...

• Customers -  Deliver excellent standards of 
customer service

• Operational Excellence -  Align key systems, 
processes, tasks and functions to best use the 
strengths of individuals and teams.

targets in a sustainable manner, through
improved productivity and cost effectiveness to 

% Distribution of Performance Improvements
Same

27% 50%
Worse now Better now

23% Not at all M oderate Considerable

• Environment -  Apply awareness, commitment 
and action in supporting a diverse and healthy 
natural environment.

• Community -  Engage the community in the 
planning and delivery of services.

50% of the respondents indicated that performance is better 
Low Perf. Norm High Perf.

 -  
How confident are you that the performance of your 
Group will improve because the changes taking place 
in the Council?

now, however 27% believed it has worsened. 

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 11
Low Perf. Norm High Perf.

How well the changes are being managed 6%
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Issues/Obstacles and Changes taking placeIssues/Obstacles and Changes taking place
Issues and Obstacles Changes Taking Place

To what extent are the following How much are the following changes taking 

• Conflicting priorities

issues/obstacles preventing the full benefits of 
the changes from being achieved?

• Lack of management support

place within your Group:

• New Way of Working, e.g. changes in culture, 
values and attitude

• Internal Restructure, e.g. reorganisation, top 
management changes

• Lack of discipline in following agreed 
processes and procedures

• Staff inability to adapt to change

Not at all Some A high degree

• Growth, e.g. new services, polic ies and 
procedures, technologies

M ajor Obstacle Some No Obstacle

• Unclear roles and responsibilities

Too slow OK Too fast

Rate the pace at which the changes are being 
carried out in your Group.

Considerable Some None

How much threat or risk (to you personally) is 
associated with the changes taking place in the 
Council?

Too slow OK Too fast

Beginning M iddle End

At what stage of implementation are the 
changes within your Group?

Conflicting priorities seems to be a major issue preventing the 
full improvements from being achieved.
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Do we have the strength to drive to high performance?
Driver Analysis by QuestionDriver Analysis by Question

Clusters Questions
Top Behaviours in the ChangeTracking Drivers

Ease of access to ex pertise or additional information
Management Commitment

1 Ease of access to ex pertise or additional information

Ex tent that Group Manager has demonstrated support and commitment for the changes

How  often people think of leav ing the organisation

Info from Manager

Capabilities (skills and know ledge) needed to achiev e Work Unit objectiv es

H  i d d d d l  f l f  hi i  lt

3
Communication

Training & Capability
4
5
6

2
1

How  recognized and rew arded people feel for achiev ing results

Ex tent that Group Manager has prov ided time and resources needed for the changes

Responsiv eness of remedial action taken to address identified problems

Info from Written Sources (e.g., Email, memo, bulletin boards) 

Confidence and trust in Group Manager's leadership

8

10
Low Norm HighAccountability

Passion & Drive

7

9

Team Leadership
6

Bottom Behaviours in the ChangeTracking Drivers
Info from Internal 'rumors'

Low
Perf.

Norm High
Perf.

Accountability

Involvement

Disturbance

27issue

Aw areness of the need for change among the people in Work Unit

Ex tent that people in team can openly  and honestly  discuss concerns w ith leadership

How  much people agree w ith v ision for Redland City  Council

How  w ell the changes are being managed
Low Perf. Norm High Perf. How  w ell people understand Redland City  Council's v ision

29

32

30
31

Systems & Processes
28

Vision & Direction

issue

issue

Confidence and trust in the leadership of the Ex ecutiv e Group

Amount of people feeling anx ious, fearful, threatened

Confidence that Group performance w ill improv e due to changes taking place

Sy stems (equipment, IT sy stems, etc.) needed to achiev e Work Unit objectiv es
Low 
Perf

Norm High 
Perf

36

33
34
35

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 13

Note: is the symbol used to show a 'hot issue'.

'Hot issues' are always the three lowest ranked clusters, 

even if they rank above the Norm

Perf. Perf.

issue
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Improving Performance
Where do teams tend to move from this Region?Where do teams tend to move from this Region?

From ‘Struggling under Pressure’ 15% of organizations reach ‘Good, but not yet great’ in the On Track Zone. Without effective 
interventions, 23% of the organizations stay in the same region (‘Struggling under Pressure’). 

The map on the left shows the paths taken by various 
organizations from “Struggling under Pressure”

Around 23% of the organizations stay in the same region

The main paths out from “Struggling under Pressure” are:

15% move to 'Good, but not yet great'. 
24% move to 'Sleepy in success'. 
19% move to 'Yes, but …'. 
14% move to 'Just get on with it …'. 

The following pages indicate the key actions required to 
move to  “Good, but not yet great” (the highest performing of 
the typical journeys)the typical journeys)

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 14Righ
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Improving PerformanceImproving Performance

All Data From current location to '6 - 
Good, but not yet great'

Business Performance

Achieving Objectives

Risks & Obstacles

Biggest gaps to reach ‘Good but not yet

Changes Taking Place

Management Commitment 9%

Communication 22%

Increase
by:

Biggest gaps to reach Good, but not yet
great’:

1. Disturbance
2. Passion & Drive
3 A t bilit

Training & Capability 25%

Team Leadership 49%

Passion & Drive 61%

Accountability 59% 3. AccountabilityAccountability 59%

Disturbance 71%

Involvement 42%

Systems & Processes 41%

Vision & Direction 13%

Low Perf. Norm High Perf.

Current result

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 15

Current result

Target result
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Improving Performance
What are the primary areas to focus on to improve performance?What are the primary areas to focus on to improve performance?

Disturbance

Uncover and address the causes to stop the symptoms from recurring. Get the 
f th ki f t i t• Fear - e g people feel anxious fearful

Generally, what are people feeling within your 
Work Unit (also taking into account your own 
feelings)?

energy of the group working for you, not against you. 

Many organizations approach 'Disturbance', as feelings which are out of control, over-
emotional, or illogical. Yet change produces many consequences which are emotional 
rather than rational, and failure to deal with those consequences leads to slow or 
incomplete implementation of change, or even failure. Once the influence of Disturbance' 
on other key performance indicators is recognized and pinpointed it enables

• Distress -  e.g. people feel sad, hurting, 
helpless, in need 11%

17%

• Anger -  e.g. people feel cynical, angry, bored, 
blaming

Fear e.g. people feel anxious, fearful,
threatened

7%
on other key performance indicators is recognized and pinpointed, it enables
organizations to identify what different policies and actions are required based on the 
way people in the organization are ‘feeling’.  This is a huge advantage.

People get disturbed for many reasons. When the pace of change is too slow, people get 
disturbed because they see that nothing is happening. Increasing ‘Involvement’ is the 
solution to this issue. Disturbance also increases when change requires that people do

Low Perf. Norm High Perf.

11%

g

How often do you think of leaving the 
organisation?

solution to this issue. Disturbance also increases when change requires that people do
things differently and and the pace of change picks up. People get fearful, overwhelmed 
or frustrated. On the surface it may seem easy to get to grips with 'Disturbance'. 
Communication and coaching would be orthodox approaches organizations might try. 
However, unless the root causes of 'Disturbance' are addressed, symptoms treated in 
this way may easily return. 

Low Perf. Norm High Perf.

Current result

Previous result
Reducing 'Disturbance' means keeping a sharp eye out for teams and team members 
under a lot of pressure and experiencing fear, distress, or anger. People experience 
'Disturbance' when they don’t know where they are going, and don’t know what part they 
have to play. 

Disturbance can not be addressed through sending more emails. Team leaders need to 
k ith i di id l t th f l i l d d t d h t i

Previous result

Biggest gaps to reach ‘Good, but 
not yet great’:

1. Disturbance

work one-on-one with individuals to ensure they feel involved, understand what is
expected of them and how this can best be achieved. This helps to identify the key 
issues and obstacles that need to be overcome to move performance forward in a 
sustained fashion. This connection also allows the team leader to spot signs of  
'Disturbance' at close quarters. Team leaders need to be equipped with strong 
interpersonal skills for supporting the individuals affected, and for knowing when to call in 
expert help As team leaders assist in this way the image of leadership is enhanced in

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 16

2. Passion & Drive
3. Accountability

expert help. As team leaders assist in this way, the image of leadership is enhanced in
the eyes of the team members.

When Disturbance is well managed, energy is released that can be constructively 
directed towards solving problems or overcoming the inevitable challenges on the path to 
high performance. Righ
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Improving Performance
What are the primary areas to focus on to improve performance?What are the primary areas to focus on to improve performance?

Passion and Drive

Start by getting people involved – and uncover and address the causes of 
‘Disturbance’• Passion - e g people feel excited proud

Generally, what are people feeling within your 
Work Unit (also taking into account your own 
feelings)?

‘Disturbance’.

Often people believe it is possible to increase ‘Passion’ through simple encouragement –
or exhortation.  The most common actions taken to increase ‘Passion’ are in the areas of 
performance management, recognizing and rewarding good performance and building 
confidence in leadership. However, our research tells us that increasing ‘Involvement’ is 
probably more important and in many situations uncovering and addressing the causes

Low Perf. Norm High Perf.

• Drive -  e.g. people feel determined, creative, 
decisive

6%

8%
Passion e.g. people feel excited, proud,

pleasantly surprised, are feeling good

probably more important, and in many situations, uncovering and addressing the causes
of ‘Disturbance’ is the single most effective intervention. This is one of the least known 
and appreciated interventions and is often a challenge to implement.  ‘Team Leadership’ 
is also always an important contributor to higher scores.

Passion generates excitement and ‘pulls’ people forward. Drive utilizes will power to 
‘push’ things along. ‘Passion and Drive’ is the foundation for positive emotional energy in p g g p gy
the workplace. 

Where ‘Passion and Drive’ is relatively low, our research shows the key areas to 
focus on to see improvement are ‘Vision and Direction’, ‘Management Commitment’, and 
‘Systems and Processes’.  Improvements in these areas have a direct positive impact on 
‘Passion’.

Current result

Previous result

Where ‘Passion and Drive’ is already relatively high – but can be higher – it is most 
important to focus on driving Accountability and improving the strength of ‘Team 
Leadership’.  ‘Systems and Processes’ are often already strong; if not, this can also be 
an area where improvement will increase ‘Passion and Drive’. Strong emotional energy 
enables groups to achieve great results, but will dissipate and people will run ‘out of 
steam’ if this energy is not supported and sustained in the organization by clear

Previous result

Biggest gaps to reach ‘Good, but 
not yet great’:

1. Disturbance

steam if this energy is not supported and sustained in the organization by clear
accountabilities and good ‘Systems and Processes’.  

As mentioned above’ Passion and Drive’ cannot be encouraged by ‘haranguing the 
troops’. Hard work and getting people involved in ‘making change happen’ is required for 
lasting ‘Passion’ to develop. And background influences are important – the levels of 
‘Disturbance’ ‘Team Leadership’ ‘Management’ ‘Commitment’ and ‘Vision and

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 17

2. Passion & Drive
3. Accountability

Disturbance , Team Leadership , Management , Commitment , and Vision and
Direction’ all have roles to play.
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Improving Performance
What are the primary areas to focus on to improve performance?What are the primary areas to focus on to improve performance?

Accountability

Develop a clear line of sight between objectives and performance builds greater 
d t di fid d t t

To what extent does your Work Unit have clear 
f bj ti d bl

 -  
How clear are your roles and responsibilities 
within your Work Unit?

understanding, confidence, and trust.

It is tempting for an organization to view ‘Accountability’ as an exercise in which 
managers just have to set goals and objectives.  However it really requires an on-going 
dialogue between  team leads and individuals  on their team.  Team leads work closely 
with each individual to ensure they understand  the desired outcomes and objectives of 
th t th t th d t d d t th i l h l i th t hi

Low Perf. Norm High Perf.

performance objectives and measurable
outcomes?

-

How much are people in your Work Unit held 
accountable for achieving their objectives?  -  

the team, that they understand – and accept – their own role helping the team achieve
those objectives, and that they understand how their individual performance will be 
measured. This process also helps individuals develop trust and confidence in their 
leadership.

Accountability typically improves across the stages of change and improvement is closely  
linked to improvements in ‘Involvement’ and ‘Team Leadership’linked to improvements in Involvement and Team Leadership .

When ‘Accountability’ is low, don't wait to take action. Start by reviewing how well 
this dialogue is working. In addition, make sure that the team has access to all the 
published information on the organization’s vision for the changes taking place. Show 
them how their efforts contribute to the vision.  Get a credible member of the senior 
management team in for team Q & A sessions. Ensure that whatever actions you  take,

Current result

Previous result g Q y ,
leadership commitment to the vision (and any changes) shows through because they are 
the role models for their team. 

In the early stages of change or a project, consider people’s perception about the 
systems and processes supporting the organization and ensure that they are being 
actively adapted to assist the changes taking place. And also keep a watchful eye on the 

Previous result

team’s ‘Training and Capability’ scores, so that the skills of the team are well aligned with 
what is being asked of them. 

Get the team members involved in every aspect of change within your area. Manage the 
pace carefully, taking the early stages slowly, recognizing that as the team becomes 
used to change, they can handle both more change and a higher pace. When the pace is 
hi h d th h lif t k t hf l di t b I t l if

Biggest gaps to reach ‘Good, but 
not yet great’:

1. Disturbance

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 18

high and the changes proliferate, keep a watchful eye on disturbance. Intervene early if
you see individuals under the stress of roles being asked of them. 2. Passion & Drive

3. Accountability
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Position on the Change Map –
Industrial InstrumentIndustrial Instrument

Name No. Current Region Previous Region

A All Data 812 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressurePushing A All Data 812 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressure

B Emp Certif ied Agrmnt 175 Just get on w ith it … Struggling under pressure

C Officers Certif ied Agrmnt 590 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressure

D Sr Mgr not covered by Agreement 23 Cruising Cruising

E Unsure 24 Sleepy in success Struggling under pressure

Cruising

Achiev ed

Pushing
the limits

High
Performance

F

G

H

I

J

Achiev ed
with loss 
of  heart

On the 
Run 

Sleepy  in
Success

Business 
as Usual

Good, but 
not y et great

On Track J

K

L

M

N

Yes, but…

Battling
it out

In the 
Dark

Bumpy  
ride

Building
Momentum

Struggling 
Flatlining

On Track

Unsustainable

• The ‘Senior Manager not covered by 
Agreement’ group is in Cruising and should be 
leveraged to bring other groups up on the 
Change Map

O

P

Q

R

S

Just get 
on with it…

Washed up
Rocky  
ground

Burning
platf orm

under pressure

Off Track S

T

U

V

Case f or 
Action

Downward 
Spiral

Off Track

Copyright © 2014 Accenture  All rights reserved. 20
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Position on the Change Map –
Employee GroupEmployee Group

Name No. Current Region Previous Region

A All Data 812 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressurePushing

B Indoor-Sr Mngt Grp, Exec Ldrshp Grp 21 Cruising Cruising

C Indoor - FED Level 7 and 8 76 Yes, but … Battling it out

D Indoor - FED Level 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 468 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressure

E Indoor - Other 59 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressure

F Outdoor/f ield - Team Leader 43 Just get on w ith it … Struggling under pressure
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Position on the Change Map –
Department/GroupDepartment/Group

Name No. Current Region Previous Region

A All Data 812 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressurePushing
B Community & Customer Services 306 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressure

C Infrastructure & Operations 296 Just get on w ith it … Just get on w ith it …

D Organisational Services 102 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressure

E Financial Services 50 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressure

F Human Resources 32 In the dark Yes, but …

Cruising

Achiev ed

Pushing
the limits

High
Performance

G General Counsel 13 Yes, but … Not available

H Other 9 Struggling under pressure Struggling under pressure
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ChangeTracking Clusters –
Industrial InstrumentIndustrial Instrument
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ChangeTracking Clusters –
Employee GroupEmployee Group
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ChangeTracking Clusters –
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